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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, January 15,
6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA!
Note - As per custom we’re going to wrap up at 8
PM and go to dinner. By popular request we’ll take a
vote on where to go for dinner after the meeting.

Quick Newsletter This newsletter comes just a
couple of days after ModelCon 2018 has wrapped
up. Yes it is a rushed edition for which I make this
brief apology. I think it is more important to get the
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newsletter reminder out this month as a meeting
reminder rather than polish for a few more days.
Still in short the show was a success! You’ll see a
few articles that a few members put together for
me to give a flavor of the show in this issue. We’ll
talk more at the meeting.

DATE

ModelCon A few words from Mike Moore
1/15/2018 See Page 2.
1/19&20/2018 The Show Is Over …. Vending View:
Jeff Mattheiss gives us his view of the
2/10/2018 vending at the show. See Page 5
2/16,17 & Tanker Pilot—A Book Review: See
18/2018 Page 6
Local Historian in Model Club: See
4/7/2018 Page 7
4/7/2018

Meeting Photos from Last Month: See
Page 9

4/21/2018
5/3-5/2018
5/12/2018

Show Flyers and the like in the rest of
this Issue

6/9/2018

IPMS NATIONALS
Phoenix, AZ

8/1-4/2018

IPMS/Owensboro

9/18/2018

IPMS/Huntsville

9/25/2018
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ModelCon 2018 – Almost put to bed

By Mike Moore

I sit here Tuesday evening typing this up and remember that I still have a bit (ok, ok, a lot) to get last weekend’s show completely behind me. But for now I’m still trying to enjoy the high that comes from knowing we
put together another great show! By the numbers, it was a return to form of sorts after last year’s Snowmageddon. We had 99 entrants with 409 models on the tables. By comparison, last year we only had 56
entrants and 199 models (no wonder we had no trouble wrapping up on time). We also had a very enthusiastic crowd for our Nationals update and a stunning reveal of the 2019 Logo prototype (speaking of which,
we had two of those 36” x 48” posters printed up, and one has gone missing. If anyone knows where it is,
please let me know. We had plans for it and it wasn’t exactly cheap). All in all, a great show, a statement
supported by some emails I got:
Just wanted to say what a great show you guys put on. I had a great time. And got to see a lot of
great builds. Cant wait to make the show next year and also see and come to the Nationals. Great
venders as well. I like most of all the way you had the tables sitting high !!
Again Great job with the show and looking forward to making back next year!!
We wanted to thank all of you for treating us so well and supporting our little business. Please thank
Lynn, Jeff and his brother and all of the other club members for their hospitality. Good luck with
Nats next year and we will be back then to see you all.
Thanks so much,
Bill and Weston (Bases by Bill)
And others…….
Had fun at your contest, bought a few things, enjoyed the hotel's restaurant, looking forward to 2019
Nationals.
A great job as always yesterday! A bunch of our guys came down and had a great time. From our
perspective, it seemed like a particularly smooth affair with a wonderful, friendly atmosphere—a really fun day.
A few overdue thank yous (and just like the awards shows, I know I’m going to leave some folks out, my
apologies in advance).
Jeff Matheiss – for his tireless wrangling of vendors (I got texts from him at 11pm on Friday night as vendors
kept juggling)
Lynn Petty – for constantly having my back!
Bob Colbert – for taking care of signage. I looked up and it was done!
Ed Sunder – for continuing to update our scoring “software” and working on the fly to pull what we need out
of it. And for cutting 900 circle masks.
Ben Gibby – for getting out of bed at the butt crack of dawn to meet me at the storage unit and help me load
up the van.
Mike Mattheiss for running the raffle and the graphics...
Tim Simmons/David Blackwell/Steve Lewis – for making registration go flawlessly.
Emanuel Roland and David Scott – the unsung heros of the show for running the door.
And everyone else for pitching in where ever needed.
Another couple of mentions:
Freetime Hobbies and John’s Models – Two vendors who have always supported us in a big way. Thanks
guys!
All the vendors. We truly couldn’t do this without them!
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Ron and April Thorne – We’ve known Ron for a while now, and over the last couple years we’ve gotten to
know his (MUCH) better half, April. Every year we’ve held the show, Ron’s made the drive down from CHICAGO. True road warriors who’s support goes farther than they know! Hopefully one day Ron’s sidekick
Jack Bruno will be back to health and able to make the trip too. I would be special to see the Chicago Mafia
back in business!
And as always, there were some good lessons learned, and some obvious opportunities for improvement. If
anyone has any they’d like to share, please, email them to me. The smoother we make this thing run the
bigger and more impressive it’ll get to be, and the easier it will be to pull off!
And now, back to Nationals Planning!

The List of Special Award Winners
Foster Powell Best in Show - Yancey Christoper's Kristina (figure)
Showcase - Tom Gaston's Triathalon
Mike Fiore Award - Robert Blum's Trumpeter 18th Husars (figure)
Best AC - Derek Jordan's Tempest V
Best Armor - Tony Zadro's Aussie M113A1
Best Auto - Shane Herrold's 1971 Ford F-100 Custom
Best Ship - Mark Tutton's USS Wasp
Best Sc-Fi - Yancey Christoper's Zero
Best Misc - Keith Scrutton's Egg Airliner
Best Diorama - Yancey Christopher's Gassed
Best Junior - Kirstyn Cotcher's BB* & R2D2
Auto NNL Winners
Custom - Shane Herrold's 1971 Ford F-100 Custom
Box Stock - Brendan Glover's Mercedes Showroom Stock
Commercial - Mike Justus’ Peterbilt 377 A/E with MPC Dumptrailer
Racing - Charles Jones' Nissan Classic Race Car
Motorcycle - Charles Jones' Chopper
Diorama - Carmen Hall's O'Reilly's Drag Diorama
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One of the highlights of the show was a few
minutes spent talking about the 2019 IPMS
National Convention to be held in Chattanooga. The climax of the meeting was an
unveiling of a black and white preliminary
progress version of the convention logo
with the artist Mike Mattheiss doing the
honors. I bet you thought we’d put a copy
of itin this issue of the newsletter. Well
sorry but we’re going to reward those who
attended. YOU JUST HAD TO BE
THERE!!!!! We’ll share a copy at a future
issue!!!
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The Show Is Over …. Vending View

Jeff Mattheiss

Once again we’ve completed another fine model show. Well, I’m saying it’s fine ‘cause it’s our show. Y’all
can make your own decisions.
One thing about being in charge of something at a show like ours is that you can never really know how
it’ll turn out ‘til it’s almost done. It’s kind of like baking a cake and finding out it’s going to turn out well about
¾ of the way through baking.
I get a little nervous when vending time comes as I want a large number of vendors so everyone will have
a chance to find what they want. Then, as vendors start to tally up, I feel pretty good about the show. This
year, things started to unravel for me. We had vendors cancel out. Now, I’m not complaining ‘cause they
had to cancel, it just makes me feel like I’m “skating on thin ice” when that happens.

This year we had 30 vendors using 74 tables. Overall that’s not too bad. I didn’t hear any vendors complain and had some first time vendors say we’re the best show they’ve ever vended at! But what made me
nervous was this. After our Christmas Party (December 15th) up ‘til the beginning of the show we had 3
vendors add 4 tables to our show. Why was I worried? No, not about the additions but in the same time period we had 10 vendors cancel 19 tables for various reasons. Also, we had 2 vendors with 2 tables that just
didn’t show. Thus, I was a tad bit preoccupied with how things were going to turn out.
Now, on the plus side we did have 3 vendors that said they might come thus we weren’t counting their tables and 1 vendor did make it. I’ve included him in the 30 vendor count.
I guess what it boils down to is that I shouldn’t worry so much. It is a model show and we have a good
time.

I would like to add that I’m very grateful for the vendors we had this year. They were quite a great bunch
of folks!
Thanks,
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Tanker Pilot - Lessons from the Cockpit by Mark
Hasara
Book Review by Lynn Petty
A friend of mine in Knoxville caught Rush Limbaugh plugging this book on his daily talk show and told me
a bit about what he heard. The book sounded intriguing so I ordered it from Amazon. An unfortunate
stretch of time with a sinus infection gave me pause to sit and finish this read. As a matter of fact it was
hard to put down in certain stretches!
While this book has nothing to do with building models it certainly gives you pause to think of aspects often overlooked!! While we seem to focus on modeling fighters and bombers, there is a whole string of
other things that make the system work, the KC-135 being a very significant part of the chain. The author, Mark Hasara, enjoyed a 24 year career on tankers from the Cold War SAC missions thru Desert
Shield, Desert Storm, Iraq 2003, and Afghanistan. His description of KC-135 ops on the days of 9/11 give
you pause to think on things you might not have thought of otherwise.
A unique feature of the book is easily overlooked in the title on the cover. The second half of the title is
Lessons from the Cockpit. The chapters are not exactly in a chronological order and that is not really important! What is important is at the end of each chapter the author summarizes the life or work applications that the experience just described can teach. After his 24 years in the USAF he spent several more
years in business applying those lessons. This book could serve an audience of military history buffs
and/or business management types.
The author is also a photography buff who
carried his 35mm Minolta in a flight bag
hanging off his seat when he flew. Some
of his photos support the narrative though
you would not buy this book for the few
photos included.
The planning aspects of missions are eye
opening. A fact that comes out in this book
is the limiting factor on missions in Iraq
2003 were the number of aerial refueling a/
c available! Seems an earlier North Korean dictator was making noise at the time
that tied down a number of planes in the
Pacific for contingency!
The author makes a little apology for using
so many anacronyms in his text. Personally I found that just adds to the authenticity
of the read!
The hardcover is currently available at Amazon for $17.10 with other options being
even less expensive. It is currently enjoying an 87% FIVE STAR rating at Amazon
so I am not alone in recommending this
book.
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Local Historian in Model Club
I imagine in most IPMS chapters there is an eclectic smattering of individuals with different
tastes and favoritisms. Some are more “heavy handed” towards a particular genre but most all have
enough different individual likes and such to make each chapter the special group it is.
Take our club for instance; one of our members, Dave Scott, is not as much of a modeler as
he is a local historian. He’s a photographer, a re-enactor, and involved in the Sons of Confederate
Veterans. One of the unique things
about Dave is that he and his friend, E.
Raymond Evans, have printed numerous booklets about the Civil War to include battles, units, and individuals.
These booklets are similar in
fashion to a lot of aircraft/armor photo/
camo books in that they are of a softback type. Each are bound with a
heavy plastic binder keeping the pages
set better (in my mind) than a glue
back binding. They look similar to a
college type report but are more involved than that. I have The Battle of
Orchard Knob and also General Francis Marion Walker And The 19th Tennessee Infantry. I have enjoyed both.

The Battle of Orchard Knob gives an overview of the Chattanooga Campaign but does it
with a great emphasis on the battle and troop
movements around Orchard Knob. Most of this
info comes from the Union Commanders After
Action Reports (you more modern military types
would just say AARs). The booklet is not long at
80 pages of reading and this includes a map and
some pictures. Another intriguing part is about
the forming of Orchard Knob as a park after the
war. Very nice!
I am a fan of unit histories but have not read many Civil War types up to this point. The 19 th TN
is quite a nice one as it details its formation and subsequent battles. Two of its companies were from
Hamilton County.
The list of booklets that Dave has is quite extensive with quite a plethora of Civil War Era information. I’ve enclosed a list of what he has available and he will gladly sell a copy of any of them for
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$20 each. You can contact Dave at 423-779-6917 or at dixiedavid@comcast.net. He will also gladly
bring one to club for you or mail it to you for an additional $5.

Check around in your club. I’m betting your fellow members have interests you’re not even aware of.

Jeff
1. Battle of Orchard Knob
2. General John T. Wilder and Modern Chattanooga
3. General F. M. Walker and the 19th Tennessee
Infantry
4. Lieutenant W. T. Sherman and The Second
Seminole War
5. Captain Richard Watkins
6. Captain Joseph Shipp: The man who revived
the Confederacy
7. Civil War Balloons: The first form of aerial
warfare
8. The Andrews Train Raid and the first Medal
of Honor
9. Battle of Ringgold Gap and Tunnel Hill
10. The 44th USCT and the Dalton Fort
11. The Battle of Wauhatchie
12. The Battle of Brown’s Ferry
13. Battle of Lookout Mountain
14. Battle of Missionary Ridge and Tunnel Hill
15. General Bushrod Johnson and the Battle of
Chickamauga
16. Battle of Fort Donelson
17. Battle of Shiloh
18. The Battle of Franklin
19. Battle of Nashville
20. Battle of Davis Crossroads: Prelude to Chickamauga
21. Lookout Artillery
22. Lookout Dragoons
23. The Lookout Rangers
24. Program for the First Reunion of U.C.V.
25. Diamond Hill Plantation
26. Defending Chattanooga
27. Jefferson Davis Vacation Cottage on Lookout
Mountain
28. Civil War in Marion County, Tennessee

29. Civil War at Tyner’s Station
30. Rich Mountain Campaign and Battle of Fishing
Creek
31. The Life and Times of John Lovell
32. General Joseph Wheeler
33. General John C. Breckinridge
34. General Albert Sidney Johnston
35. General Nathan Bedford Forrest
36. The Battle of Resaca
37. Battle of Adairsville and on The Dallas Line
38. Battle of Kennesaw Mountain
39. Battles at Peachtree Creek, Ezra Church, and
Utoy Creek
40. Battles of Jonesborough, Lovejoy’s Station, and
Surrender of Atlanta
41. Abolitionists
42. Frederick Douglass and Convict Labor
43. General Braxton Bragg
44. General William J. Hardee
45. General Leonidas Polk
46. General Joseph E. Johnston
47. General John Hunt Morgan
48. Allatoona, Dalton, Buzzard Roost Gap, and Planning the March to the Sea
49. Fort Wayne: And the Career of General Henry C.
Wayne
50. General Edmund Kirby Smith
51. Confederates at White Oak Cemetery
52. Chattanooga Confederate Cemetery
53. Colonel James Cooper Nisbet
54. John C. Doyle: Surviving John Brown and four
years of War
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Dave Blackwell

Rome Airshow Update

Ben BonVillain
John Brooks
James Burton
Bob Colbert
Qorozco Cuahutemoc (aka Q)

1/35 Dragon (kit bash) M4A3E8 W.I.P.

George Fugett

1/32 Revell TIE Fighter

Photos
from the
last
meeting

Tom Gaston
Ben Gibby

Gary Haars
Caroline Mattheiss
Emily Mattheiss
Jeff Mattheiss
Mike Mattheiss

2019 Nationals Concept Drawings

Lynn Petty

Slides from Area 51 Flights

Emanuel Roland

Photos; Slides of Recent Air Shows

Dave Scott
Jason Seneker
Tim Simmons

3D Printer Experimental Out Takes

Ed Sunder

1/72 Monogram F-16XL made into a Japanese F-2XL
W.I.P.
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Photos from
the last
meeting
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Photos from
the last
meeting
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Photos from
the last
meeting
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Photos from
the last
meeting
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THE IPMS/USA NATIONAL CONVENTION

August 7 - 10, 2019
Chattanooga Trade & Convention Center

With Lots of help from Region 3!
IPMS Atlanta
IPMS Marietta Scale Modelers

IPMS Middle Tennessee Modelers Association
IPMS Georgia Mountain Modelers
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